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. '. ABSTRACT ’
A new subclass of Petri nets is defined allowing the control structure 
representation of parallel programs including arbitrary semaphore operations. 
Structural properties of the "Extended Control Structure Nets" are discussed 
and seven necessary and sufficient conditions for their liveness are proved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There exist various programming languages offering the feature of parallel 
programming like PL/I, BURROUGHS Extended Algol, ALGOL 6 8, Concurrent Pascal 
etc. While in the first two mentioned programming languages the synchronization 
is done by boolean event variables, variables of type "semaphore" /4/ are 
offered for that purpose in ALGOL 68 and the synchronization constructs of 
Concurrent Pascal /l/ can be implemented using semaphores.
In /8/ and /9/, a subclass of the Petri nets, the Control Structure Nets are 
studied suited to the modeling of parallel programs using only event variables 
for the synchronization between the different tasks. ,
In this paper, the class of Extended Control Structure Nets is defined 
allowing the control structure representation of parallel programs including 
semaphore operations on semaphore variables.
The main part of this work was done while the author was as research associate 
with the Computer Science Department of the University of Utah.
I * V a * " - ' . •- ~• -......... :•
This new subclass is defined recursively by a composition of connected 
state machines. Some structural properties of Extended Control Structure 
Nets are shown and seven necessary and sufficient conditions for the live­
ness are proved.
2. GRAPHS OF EXTENDED CONTROL STRUCTURE NETS '
2.1. Basic definitions
Definition 1:
The graph of a Petri net gpn = (P, T; PRE, POST) consists of
- the finite, nonempty set P ("places"),
- the finite set T ("transitions"), 
where P a T ~ 0, and
- the functions PRE: P x  T I o { o J
and POST: T x P - ? - 3 N w { o j .
According to this definition, a graph of a Petri net may consist of exactly 
erne place.
■Usually, in a graphical representation, places are drawn as circular1, 
transitions as rectangular nodes. The value of PRE, resp. POST of a pair of 
places and transitions v7ill be attached to the connecting arc.
The following definition fixes the graph-theoretical notations used 
throughout this paper.
Definition 2:
Let gpn = (P, T; PRE, POST) be the graph of a Petri net;
P vT, i = l,...,n. '
1 . (x^,...,xn ) is called sequence of edges ("se") iff
(i) x ^ x  e P
(ii) PRE(x.,x. J > 0  or POST(x. ,x. , ) > 0  (i-1,. . . ,n-l)1  l+l  l  l+l
2. A sequence of edges se=(x^,...jX^) is called path ("pa") iff 
(V i?£j £ { , 1 , .  . . ,n}) ( V ( x i 5xi+1),(xj 5xj + 1) ) :  ( ^ . x ^ )  t ( x ^ x ^ )
3. A path pa=(x^,...jX^) is called simple path ("sp") iff
(V  ipfj e {_1,. . . ,n\ ) ( V x . ,  x.): x.t x.j .. i  i  i  n
4. A path pa=(x ,...,x ) is called elementary.circuit C'ec") iff
(i) ( V i / } t [ 2 .....b})(V x., x.): x. 1- x.
^ J 1 : 1 :
(ii) x, = xI n  , .
5. For a sequence of edges se=(x ,...jX^),
(i) V( se) : = x^6 P u T j  i fe 1 ,. . . ,n^ | ("set of vertices of se")
(ii)E(se) i € |_1,. . . ,n-l|j J ("set of edges of se")
6 . E(gpn) := PRE(x.,xi+1)^ 0 or POSTCx^x.^)?* o j  
("set of edges of gpn")
How, the graph of a connected Petri net is defined. An example is given 
afterwards.
Definition 3:
Let: gpn = (P, T; PRE. POST) be a graph of a Petri net;
iet Pj. t F be an initial place., where ( V t e T ) :  POST(t,Pj) = 0,
Ppfc P be a final place, where ( V t e T ) :  PRE(pp,.t) = 0,
Pj be the set of initial places, Pp be the set of final places.
1. gpn is called graph of a connected Petri net ("gcpn") iff
(i) | Ppl = 1 , | Pp) * 1
(ii) ( V p e P )  (3 simple path spj): sp = (p , ...,d ) 
r(iii) (VpfcP) (3 simple path spp): spp = (p,...,p )
2- GCPN := j gpn I gpn is graph of a connected Petri net |
Fxg.l: Instance of a graph of a connected Petri net
1. PRED(t) : = (_ p 6 P [ PRE(p,t) > 0 ]
SUCC(t) :=[ p 6 P I POST(t,p) > 0)
PRED(p) : = { t e T  ( POST(t.p) > 0  j 
SUCC(p) t 6 T \ PRE(p,t) > 0 ]
2.(i) t is called signal transition ('^-transition") iff |s(JCC(t)|>l 
(.ii) T 2.S := I t is s-transition}
3.(i) t is called receive transition ("rrtransition") iff \PRED(t)|M
(ii) T 2 R := ^t | t is r-transition^
Further notations:
Let gcpn£GCPN, gcpn = (P,T; PRE,POST); p £ P ,  t t T  .
C . )  C u )
Fig.2: (i) s-transition s, (ii) r-transition r
By the next definition graphs of connected state machines (/6/ and /10/) 
are defined which are very closely related to state graphs of finite automata
Let gcpn GCPN, gcpn = (P,T; PRE,POST).
1 . gcpn is called graph of a connected state machine ("gcsm") iff
(i) (V  p £ P) ( V t e T ) :  PRE(p,t)<l
(ii) ( V t e T )  ( V p t P ) :  POST(t,p)£l
(iii) (VtfeT): | PRED(t)| = |SUCC(t)| = 1
(iv) IPp | = 1
2. GCSM := \ g c p n £ GCPN [ gcpn is a graph of a connected state machine
Definition 4:
Pf
Fig.3: Instance of a graph of a connected state machine
Such a connected state machine can be thought as representing a purely 
sequential.. part of a program like a sequential procedure. It is easy to 
see that arbitrary sequential control structures can be modeled far away 
from any structured programming.
Definition 5-explaines “the composition of two graphs of connected Petri 
nets:
- the sets of places and transitions have to be disjoint;
- the already existing arcs are preserved;
- if both graphs of connected Petri nets contain transitions then exactly 
one arc has to be added outgoing from an arbitrary transition of the first 
graph and entering the initial place of the second graph;
- if the second graph consists of only one place then arbitrary many arcs 
can be added
- outgoing from the first graph and entering the only place of the second 
one,
- as well as outgoing from the place of the second graph entering arbitrary 
transitions of the first one.
This composition seems to be quite restrictive, but after a look to the 
.underlying motivation it appears to be rather natural:
the composition is intended to give the possibility of modeling the attaching 
of a subtask to a calling task. This requires ■ .
- disjointness of the code of these two tasks (this does not prevent the 
multiple attaching of the same, task as subtasks: if the code is written 
reentrantly the representation of that code can be copied upon each request
- representation of the attaching mechanism, namely starting the subtask at 
exactly the initial statement.
- synchronization in many case's which can be done by variables, i~re\ event 
variables or semaphores represented by the single place.
Examples of the composition follow definition 5.(fig.M-).
Definition .5
Let gpn = (P,T; PRE,POST) be a graph of a Petri net,
gcpn.£ GCPN, gcpn. = (P1 ,!1 ; PRE^POST'*'), (i=l,2), where P ^ P 2
Pj the set of initial places of gcpn^; 
U 1 s T 1 : f U1 ! = 1.
gpn = gcpn^ + gcpn^ is called composition of gcpn^ and gcpn^ iff
(i) P = P 1^  P2
(ii) T = T1 ^  T2
(iii) f  (P1o P 2 ) x (T1 ^  T2 ) — » ]N w (oj
PRE1(p,t) , if p f P 1 , t 6 T1
PRE
(p,t) — } \ nfel ^ jO^ , if [pj = P2 » t e T 1
0 else
POST1 (t,p), if t c T 1 , p e P 1
) i 1 0  
POST := < | 1, if (t) = U , [pj = P ~ C P
(t,p) — >
neJN if [t] -  V ,  (pj = P2 




c j c p .
C
Fig.4:
^ £ f vn
Lemma 1 shows that by a composition there can be arcs added only, and that 
at least one arc has to be added at a composition.
Lemma 1:
Let gcpni £ GCPN, gcpn^^ = ( P ^ T 1 ; PRE1 jPOST1 ) (i = 1,2);
gpn - (P,T; PRE,POST) a graph of a Petri net: gpn = gcpn^ + gcpn^ .
Then
1 . E (gcpn^) ijE(gcpn^ ) c  E (gpn)
2. { E (gpn) [ ■? jE(gcpn ')| -i- | E(gcpn )\ + 1
Examples for the composition
Proof:
1. By def.5 (iii) and (iv),
E(gpn) 2 E(gcpn1) L/E(gcpn2 ) ^  ^(u,p2 )|[uj= P2
2 . follows directly from 1 .
In lemma 2 it is stated that the resulting graph of the composition of two 
connected graphs of a Petri net is a graph of a connected Petri net, too.
Lemma 2: '
Let gcpn.. G GCPN, gcpni = (P1 ,!1 ; PRE1 ,POST1 ) (i = l,2);




It has to be shown that gpn satisfies the conditions of def. 3:
(i) Let {p1 } = P1 c P1 (i~l ,2).
■ By def.5, P0ST(u,p2 ) = 1 where (.uj; = u \
P0ST(t,p2 ) = 0 where t&T'. ■
Thus, P]. = p^
(ii) Let pj p J . . .
By def.5, (V t e  T) : PRE(p^,t) = 0,
by def.3, I pj| ? 1 .
Thus, |PF i>l *
(iii) Let u = U 1 , p e P 1 : pePRED(u).
By def.3, sp^ = (p^,...,p) exists and
(V p't P2 ) (simple path spj.): spj. = (p2 ,. . . ,p’ ).
2 1 2  Thus, ( V p ' t P  X 3 simple path sp" ): sp" = (p ,. . . ,p ,u jp^ ,. . . ,p' )
(iv) 1. By def.5,(Vt! £ T2 ): PRE(p^,t’) = 0 ’
Thus, ( V p e  P 1) (3 p^6 P^) (3 simple path sp ): sp = (p,. . . ,p^)
F ^
2.1.| P2| >1: : ...■
By def.5,(Vt c T 1): PRE(p2 ,t) = 0 '
Thus, ( V p ' £  P2 ) ( B p 2 e P 2 ) (3 simple path spp:..sp^,= (p’,...,p2 )
2.2. 1 P2| = 1:
if (3 t C T 1): PRE (p2 ,t) t 0
then(3p 6 SUCC(t) :p £ P 1) (3 P p S  pj) ( 3 simple path s p p  : sp^=(p2 ,t ,p ,. . . ,p
Now, graphs of Extended Control Structure Nets are defined recursively by 
the composition of graphs of connected state machines.
Definition 6 : .
1. (i) gcsm GCSM is called graph of an Extended Control Structure Net ("gecsn")
(ii) gecsn + gcsm, gcsm GCSM is called graph of an Extended Control Structure
Net. '
.(iii) Any graph of a Petri net obtained by a finite number of compositions of 
a graph of an Extended Control Structure Net and a graph of a. connected 
state machine is called graph of an Extended Control Structure Net.
2. GECSN := £ gpn graph of a Petri net [gpn is a gecsn ^
**•><«.* .. .......... . . .............. . . , . —
2.2. Structural properties of Extended Control Structure Nets
First it is stated that a graph of an Extended Control Structure Nets belongs 
to the class of connected graphs of Petri nets.
Lemma 3:
Let gecsn e GECSN, gecsn = ^  T1 ; PRE, POST). '
Then .
gecsn £ GCPN •
Proof:
By induction:
(i) gecsn £ GCSM by def.6 , and by def.4, gecsn f- GCPN '
1 - 1
(ii) Assume gecsn^ <L GECSN , gecsn^ = gcsnu, where gcsnu £. GCSM and gecsn £ GCPN
(iii) Let gecsn;L = (P1 ^ 1 ; PRE1 ,POST1), gcsm2 e.GCSM, gcsm2 = (P2 ,T2 ; PRE2 ,POST2 ), 
gecsn. = gecsn^ + gcsm^
By lemma 2, gecsn £ GCPN, as gcsm t GCPN
In the following two definitions, internal and external paths of graphs of 
Extended Control Structure Nets are defined, where an internal path contains 
only vertices belonging to exactly one component of the composition, i.e. to 
exactly one graph of a connected state machine, whereas an external path contains 
vertices belonging to at least two components.
Examples are given in fig.5 and fig.6 . . .
Definition 7: .. ....
■ 1 . i 1 . . ___  .
Let gecsn £, GECSN, gecsn = ( V  pl>iVi T1 ; PRE,POST); -
P,q P1 •
1. (i) A path pa = (p,...,q) is called internal path ("ipa") iff
(3 je {l,... ,1} ) (V x e V ( p a ) ) :  x e P : ^ T j 
(ii) ^ p a  = (p,...,q)| pa is internal path, j£
2. (i) An internal path ipa = (p,...,q) is called simple internal path ("sipa")
ipa is a simple path
(ii) SIPAj | ipa fr IPAj I ipa is simple path J>
3. (i) An internal path ipa = (p,...,q) is called loop ("lp_|')_ iff
ipa is an elementary circuit
(ii) L P . -£ipa6 lPA.j ipa is elementary circuit I 3 3 \)
Fig.5: Internal paths
In fig.5, (p^,... ,q,s,p,t,.. . 5q) £ I P A 1 , (p|,. . . ,q,s ,p) fc SIPA1 ,
2 ,(q3s,p, . . . ,q) fe LP 1 and (p^ ,. . . ,q,s ip ]. ) ^  IPA1 .
Definition 8:
Let gecsn £ GECSN, gecsn 
P ’ q 6 i %  p l •
PRE, POST);
1.(i) A path pa - (p,...,q) is called external path ("epa") iff 
(3 j^k £ (l,. . . ,l] ) ( 3 x,y e V(pa)): x 6 Pj u  Tj , y £ Pk u Tk
(ii) EPAj ^ := ^ P a=(p,...,q)[ pa is external path containing vertices
from Pj ^ T : and Pk^  Tk ^
2 .(i) epa eEPAj ^ is called simple external path iff 
epa is a simple path.
(ii) SEPA . := -f epa £ EPA . I epa is simple path ]
3.(i) epa tEPA. , epa = (p,...,q), p e  P-' is called synchronization circuit 
iff ' .
(p,...,q) is an elementary circuit
(ii) SCTj : = epa £ E P A . ^ | epa is synchronization circuit and '
( 3 r  & R:r £ V(epa) .,r £ Tm ) ( 3 q ' 6 PRED(r) :q'£ Pm .q'^ V(epa))
(3 sipafc SIPA^: sipa=(p™ ,. . . ,q’ )): V(sipa) <\ V(epa) = 0 ^
S.,
( X K > Q < K K M K >
4- A
P f
. ___ I’ll . ,f ?.
Fig.6 : External paths
4 i _ . s .2
(pl ,si ,x] ’>V?. ,q2 ’ ’ ■ • 5p2 ,S2 ,X3 ) ^ S E P A 1,3 5 
(Pu 5su>x9 ) t S E P A 1 (pn,8,,xn ,r0,q0 ,...,p2 ,s2 ,x3 ,r1 ,ql 5...,p1)e SCT1 and
In fig.6 , (p1 ,s1 ,x] ) eSEP/^ ^ 
'4,”i45“2 / " ™ “1 , 5 5 (pi ,SI ," l ’J'2,':L2
t ' 1 4-
("sc1
By definition 9 it is explained what is understood as non-alternating simple 
paths essentially being simple paths which cannot come back to a component 
once having left i t . Examples are given in fig.-7 . .
Definition 9:
Let gecsn 6 GECSN} gecsn = PRE> P0ST);
k 6 {^1,. . . , 1 ^  .
1 . sp=(p,...,q) is called non-alternating simple path ("nasp") iff 
(VtfcV(sp): t £ T k ) ( V p ’fePRED(t): p ’6 V(sp)): p ’sPk
2. NASP sp = (p,...,q) \ sp non-alternating simple path from p to q
P jQ. \-
Pi "t/i P-^ C
f r - G - O - C K )
fi H  K  -^L ff
Fig.7: Non-alternating simple paths
By the following lemma 4, some properties are given for the "environment"- 
of s-transitions.
Lemma <4:
Let gecsn £ GECSN, gecsn - ( j ^ P 1 , J PRE> POST);
j t {l,. . . ,lj; -
sfeS: s £ T-1, qfcPRED(s): qc P’1;
Then
1. ( 3  p,p' e SUCC(s)) (3 k t  ( l .....l)):k t j): p t P^ , p'<=Pk
2. (3 sepa fe.SEPA. ): sepa = (q,s,p')
3
3. POST(s,p) = 1, POST(s ,p' ) = 1 if {p ' J ^ P k , POST( s ,p ' ) = nfeH if { p ' j =
4. (V i p a £ IPA.: ipa = (pi},...)) ( V  ipa' £ IPA : ipa'=(p',...)): V(ipa)^V(ipa')] l  k
Proof:
1. By def. 3 and lemma 3, (3 p^ e P~|, ^ P -1) (3 sp^ simple path): sp^=(q,s ,. . . ,pjl). 
By def.4 and def.5, p' = pk £ P^ .
2. By def.8, (q,s,p') £ SEPA .
1  5
3. By def. 4, P0ST(s,p) = 1, and by def.5, P0ST(s,p') = 1 or ntlN .
4. As by def. 5, P^n P^ = 0 and T^ r\ T^ = 0, by def. 7 V(ipa) ^  V(ipa' ) = 0 .
Now it will be shown that for any e p a 6 EPA. there exists a s-transition
1
only via its initial place or a r-transition.
By the statements of the next four lemmata it should become clear how the 
"interconnections" between different components look like and that it is 
not possible to represent a 'GOTO' from one task into another one by an 
Extended Control Structure Net.
As relocating the control flow from one task into another one would generally 
lead to unpredictable results of a parallel program this is considered to be 
an error in the mentioned programming languages anyway.
where the component j .is left. Furthermore, the component k can be entered
Lemma 5:
epa £ E P A . : epa = (p,...,q) . 
"1 •>*<
Then
1. ( 3  sc-S: s £ T ] ) ( 3  p ’ £ SUCC(s): s ^ P-1): epa = (p,. . . ,s ,p' ,. . . ,q)
• ^
2 . epa = (p,. . . ,s,p' , ...,pI 5...,q) or
(3 r 6 R : r £ T k ) ( 3 q ' t  PRED(r): q' £ Pk ): epa = (p,. . . ,s ,p' ,. . . ,q' ,r,. . . ,q)
Proof:
1. As i 0, ^ s 1)- lP according to ' def. 5^  (iv.).
2 . By def.5 (iv), ( V p " ^ P k : p" t pk ) ( V  t 6 A^Z-T1 ): POST(t,p") = 0 
or
by def.5 (iii), (3 q* = P™: m^j ,k)(3t fc Tk i PRE(q' ,t )=n £]N) : t = r 
Lemma 6 :
Let gecsn £ GECSN, gecsn = ( ^ P ^  > PRE> P0ST)i
j j Tj t 0; p & P j : | SUCC(p)[>l.
Then
( V t e  SUCC(p)) : tfeT^ .
Proof:
By contradiction: (3 t 6 SUCC(p)): t





Let gecsn t GECSN, gecsn ~ ( ^ P 1 , PRE, POST);
jk{l,...,l^j ; TD j- 0; p £ P j : PRED(p) > 1 .
Then
( V t t  PRED(p)) : t £, TD
Proof: .
By contradiction: ( 3 t£PRED(p)): t £. T~^




Let gecsn £ GECSN, gecsn = ( ^ P 1 , ^ T 1 i PRE-, POST); 
j e(l,. . . ,lj ; (pj = Pj .
Then
1. ( V'tfe PRED(p)) (3 k^jfc ^ l s. . . ,lj ): t £ Tk and t 6 S
2. (V/t dSUCC(p)) (3 k^j £ {l,...,1) ) t d T k and t 6 R
. Proof:
{pi ~ P~^ '• then by def. 3, T~^  = 0, thus
1. (i) (V't€PRED(p))(3Wj d(l,...,l\ ): t £ T k .
(ii) As t Tk , by def.3, (3 p 1e  SUCC(t)): p'e Pk . Thus tfeS
2. (i) ( V t  SUCC(p))(3k?!j ): t feTk
(ii) As tf.Tk ; by def. 3, (3 p'£ PRED(t)): p ' £ P k . Thus t £ R
©
The following leinma assures the existence of a. non-alternating simple path 
(definition 9) from the initial place of a graph of an Extended Control 
Structure Net to an arbitrary place.
Lemma 9:
Let gecsn fcGECSN, gecsn = i ^ Tl j PRE > P0STh
j , n - 1  ,n t[l,...,l|j ; qfcPn . .
Then
- 1 ’(3 nasp C NASP 1 ): nasp = (pT ,...,q)p J5q I  '•
Proof:
By Induction:
. 1 1(i) q t P : then (3 simple path sp= (p^.,. . . ,q)): s p £ NASP^l ^
(ii) Now assume that (after an eventual renumbering of the components) vertices
of the components l,...,n-l are contained in nasp . ^ NASP 1 :n - 1 p ,p
1nasp = (pj,...,p), such that 
' ( 3 s £ T n_1: s SUCC(p)): POST(s,p") = n &]N . .
(iii) By def.3, (Vq c ? 0 ) ( 3 simple path sp): sp = (p^,...,q).
Clearly, sp £, NASP n .
p I5q
Then compose nasp^ by the concatenation of naspn_^,.s, sp.
Thus, nasp^ = (p^,...,p,s,p",...,q).
."•Then ( V t e T ^ :  t e V(naspn )) (V  q' £ PRED( t ) :q' fc V(nasp )): q ' & P  .
Thus, nasp e  NASP 1
n P p q  . ©
3. EXTENDED CONTROL STRUCTURE NETS
In this section there is finally the concept of the dynamical behaviour of 
a Petri net introduced (/18/). By adding a "marking" to the definition of 
graphs of Petri nets it is possible to model dynamical (discrete) concurrent 
systems such as parallel programs.
The remaining part of this paper is devoted to the question of "liveness" 
of Extended Control Structure Nets comparable to the "proper termination" 
of parallel programs. It is shown that the analysis of the structural pro­
perties of an Extended Control Structure Net leads to necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the dynamical liveness property.
This result makes it possible to apply the following procedure to the analysis 
of a parallel program for proper termination (absence of deadlocks):
- Represent the control structure of a parallel program by a graph of an 
Extended Control Structure Net,
- apply the algorithms based on the seven liveness conditions.
If this wors't-case analysis gives the result that all the conditions are 
satisfied it is proved at compile-time that the program will always have 
a proper termination.
3 . 1 . B a s i c  n o t a t i o n s  a n d  d e f i n i t i o n s
D e f i n i t i o n  10 : .
L e t  g e c s n  t G E C S N , g e c s n  - ^ T 1 ; P R E , P O S T )  .
l . ( i )  A  ' m a r k i n g  i s  a  m a p p i n g  m :  P'1 — > "W \j{o\
i  = l
( i i )  A n  i n i t i a l  m a r k i n g  i s  d e n o t e d  b y  m I
2 . t e ,  \ i /, T 1 i s  c a l l e d  a c t i v a t e d  a t  a  m a r k i n g  m i f f  
C V p  GPRKD(t)) : m ( p )  >, P R E ( p , t )
3 . t  £  .jS-^T1 , "t a c t i v a t e d  a t  m ,  f i r e s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f i r i n g  r u l e , g e n e r a t i n g  
a  n e w  m a r k i n g  m 1 :
( i )  ( V  p G .  P R E D ( t ) ) : m 1 ( p ) = m ( p )  - P R E ( p , t )
C i i )  (  V  q  £. S U C C ( t ) )  : m ' ( q )  = m ( q )  +  P 0S T ( t , q )
. r v
N o t a t i o n :  m [ _ t /  m '
M . A  m a r k i n g  m. ( k  > 0 ) i s  c a l l e d  r e a c h a b l e ,  f r o m  a  m a r k i n g  m i f f  
k  o
( 3 V - V  ^  } <3 m a r k i n g s  . . , V l > : m ;L , m  , .  . . , ^ [ 0  %
o n  : m. c [ m  ]  ( m ,  b e l o n g s  t o  t h e  r e a c h a b i l i t y  c l a s s  o f  in )
------ ----  k  o  K  o
Definition .11:
1 . c  c . 'r.  =  ( g e c s n :  m ) i s  c a l l e d  E x t e n d e d  C o n t r o l  S t r u c t u r e  N e t  i f f
( i )  g e c s n  g  G E C S N :  g e c s n  - ( ^ P 1 ,  d ' T 1 ; P R E ,  P O S T )
. 1
1 lf-p = pj ■
C i i )  m ( p )  = j
^0 e l s e
f
E t l S N  i e c s n  =  ( g e c s n . - ,  m ^ )  [ e c s n  i s  E x t e n d e d  C o n t r o l  S t r u c t u r e  N e t  j
Mow, the liveness of Extended Control Structure Nets is defined and explairse 
by an example (fig.8).
Definition 12:
Let ecsn 6 ECSN; j t ^ 1 ; • • • , l'j ; r £. R: r L , q d P R E D ( r ) :  q £. P"1 . 
ecsn is called live iff
( V  m e  [m ]:m(q)~k > l) (3 m' £ |_m|:m' (q)=k £  1) ( V/ q 1 fq fe. P R E D ( r )) : m' ( q 1 ) PRE(q' ,r)
F i g .8: Example
It follows from definition 12, that in a live ExL'ended Control Structure Net 
at a marking ra(q) ^ 1 ,  there must exist a raax-ki ng m' reachable from m such 
that r as well as t are activated at m ' .
There is an obvious interpretation of this definition: as places like q are 
representing deci sion statements in program->, each of the outgoing branches
may be executed depending of the result of the performed test. ---  ■
It become::- clear now, too, why the liveness analysis is a worst-case analysis: 
all the tests are assumed to be independent from each other as the represen­
ting p]aees do not contain any inte r p r e t a t i o n .
By the following lemma, the existence of a marking for each place in an 
Extended Control structure Net is shown.
Lemma 10:
Let ecsnfcECSN, live;
j,k G [l,. . . ,lj; q 6  Pj , p 6 Pk ;
nasp £ NASP 1 : nasp = (p^,...,q), tfe si'T1 : t£V(nasp); p T ,q 1 ,x=l
1 •
nasp'£NASPp nasp = (p,...,q) , ^ ' fcV(nasp' ) .
Then
1. ( 3 m f e [ m ] )  ( V q ' £  PRED(t)): m(q') £ P R E ( q f ,t>
2 . (Sm'&ra ) ( Vq" £PRED(t')): m 1 (q" ) £ PRE(q" ,t' )
Proof:
1. By contradiction: •
( 3 nasp = (p ^ j. . . ,q)) (3 t e  V(nasp)) (Vme-fm^]) ( 3 q 1 £ PRED(t)): m(q' ) < PRE(q' 
Assume t to be the first transition on nasp having this property.
Then p' tPRED(t): p 1 cV(nasp) is marked at m and by def.9, belongs to the 
same component as t.
Thus, (3 m< LmJ]:m(p' ) £1) ( V m ^ W )  (3 q' £ PRED(t)): m(q' ) PRE(q' ,t) 
contradicting def.1 2 .
2. nasp' £, NASP- - : - -.....  -...  ■ - . .. - ..................— ----------p,q
then O  nasp" £ NASP 1 : nasp" = (p?!,. . . ,p,. . . ,q) containing nasp' as subpath.Pjr -*■
Thus, the proof of part 1 can be applied to nasp" . .
The following lemma gives a basic property of live Extended Control Strucure 
Nets concerning the existence of certain non-alternating simple paths in r e ­
spect to a r - t r a n s i t i o n .
Lemma 11:
Let e c s n e E C S N ,  live;
P r o o f :
By contradiction:
( 3 n a s p £  NASP 1 ) ( V  s f  V(nasp)) ( V  n a s p’s'- NASP , POST( s ’ ,q 1 ) <  PRE(q' ,r
P j Sq ' P .1 s i
By lemma 11.1, (3 m e L m  J ) : m(q) > 1 ;  
by lemma 8, (V t £ P K E D ( q ' )): tfeS;
by lemma 11.1, each s on nasp lias fired when m  is reached, thus all the initial 
places p <j.SUCC(s) are marked, and by lemma 11.2, each s ’ can fire.
But as 21, POST(c ’ ,q' ) <  P R E ( q ! ,.t>} there is a" contradiction 'Lo d e f . 12.
i,k,me{l,...,l?j : j^k;
rfcT-5: r £ R ;  q , q ' £ P R E D ( r ) : qfeP'5, [_q’ | = P’"; 
sC-Tk : s t S ;  p ' G P R E D ( s ) :  p'G,Pk ; 
s' e S;
1n a s p £ NASP 1 : nasp = (p^,...,q) .
Then
s ' £ O ’ V(na.sp' )
Corollary 1:
(3 naspe NASPpl : nasp = (p^,...,q) (V s  £ V(nasp)): NASP^, 0 
Then '
ecsn is not live
Corollary 2: -
( 3 nasp € NASP 1 ) ( V  s e V(nasp)) (V  nasp' <£. NASP , ,): ^  POST(s' ,q' ) < PRE(q'
p l 5q p 5q s >
Then
ecsn is not live
The following definition 13 reflects the properties a place has to have if 
it is to represent a semaphore. Usually, semaphores are used in order to 
synchronize the sharing of resources which implies that there are not enough 
resources to satisfy all requests. In fact, if there are sufficient many re­
sources provided for the "users" there doesn't arise any new problems. 
According to these facts, only these places are called semaphore places, 
where there cannot exist a marking such that all the r-transitions connected 
to such a place and modeling the P-operation (/4/) can be enabled at one 
time. The non-existence of that marking is expressed by statical properties 
avoiding to have to look for all possible markings reachable from the initial 
marking in order to be able to the determination of semaphore places.
In fig.9, examples for this definition are given.
Definition 13
j , k ,m  t ( l , • • • , 1 ^ : ; .
= Pm , R := [ r .5r. £ R ( r £ SUCC(x) and j ^ 2  IJ- j  ^  X 0
q. 6 PRED(r.): r . £ Tk~» q. e Fk (i = ) ; s . ^ & ' ^ S ;T.r  1 x  ^ 5 9JX l '  1
3 'naspi £ NASP 1 : nasp.= (Pj ,. . . ,p!^r.. ,. . . ,
nasp! £ NASP , : nasp!= (p!5s .,...,s!,x); p £ V(nasp' ): I SUCC(p );> 1, t^t ’ e SUCC(p):1 D . . X 3. 1 1  1
r- - •:= NASP , x \ [nasp^£.NASP x :nasp! = (p^s.. ,. . . ,p ,t ,. . . ,s" ,x) |
c -j_ * ^ i 5
(3 nasp! = (p| ,s.,. . . ,p,t' . . ,s' ,x))J
Let ecsn 6 ECSN; .
1 . x is called semaphore place iff
(i) ( V r  i r ' e R  ): r e T ^ r ' ^ T 1 and ( 3  nasp NASP 1 :i=l,... A  )
j x X—  3x PI ’ qi  X
( 3  .V< N A S P’, ): /  POST(s!,x) < -2L PRE(q.,r.)i = l  p ' j X  t----- . i i = l  l  i
1 s ! 6.V(nasp! ) : nasp!e NASP 1 ,
1 ■ -■ 1 1 ‘ -I P' 5*• i = l  * i ’
or
(ii) ( \/r £ R ): r u T -1 andx
■ (3 s i p a e S I P A ;.:sipa=(pJ,...,q1 ,r1 >...,q2Sr24...,q;. ))
(3 naspe NASPp l q ): POST(s ’ ,x) < PRE(q_. 5r\„ )i  l
s ’6 V(nasp’): nasp'd NASP', _ i = lp j'X
2. SEMAP x a P^ | x satisfies condition (i) or (ii)
In order to give an easier and more understandable formulation of the li v e ­
ness conditions, the notation of (s,q')-complete non-alternating simple paths 
is introduced now, This property turns out to appear in all the seven conditions. 
Examples are given in fig.10 and fi g . 11.
Definition .14: ■
Let ecsn ECSN; ,
-j ,k,m & [l, . . . ,1^ : j^m; p £ ^  P 1 ;
r t T ] : r t R ;  q e P R E D ( r ) :  q e P ] ; q'fePRED(r): = P™; 
s , s 'ts" c S; ■ '
T j L  . ■2.
X
F i g .9 , E sOTples for def.13: , of (i) and (iii) are not s e ^ h o r e  places,
x of ( U )  and (iv) a m  semaphore places
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Fig. 10: Illustration of def.14 (i). (i): not (s , q ' )- c o m p l e t e 5(i i ):(s 5q ’)-complete
Fig.;': Illustration of D e f . 1M-. ( ii) (i ): not (s ,q ’ ) -complete , ( i i ) : (s ,q 1 ) -comp].e Le
3.2. The liveness conditions
In this final section, the seven necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
liveness of Extended Control Structures Nets are presented in the lemmata J2...18. 
Examples for each condition are given following the actual lemma.
Lemma 12:
Let e c s n ^ E C S N ,  live;
j ,m t{l,. . . ,1s : j/in;“ vi
r £ T ] :rc-R; q c- P R E D ( r ) : q t  q ' 6 PRED(r) : ( q ’^ = Pm 
nasp £ NASP 1 : nasp = (p
H
s' £ V
P O S T (a ! ,q' ) £  P R E (q ' ,r)
nasp
P r o o f :
By contradiction:
ecsn live,(nasp not ( s , q ' )- c o m p l e t e )
s' £ Vnasp
By ue.f.l!l (i)
( (‘-inasp) ( V  s £  V ( i)a s p )) ( V  nn • p ' N A :.P
‘ P'v-i ’
T P O S T (s ',q ' )< PRE(q',r)
By c.o -c>13 civy 2, this centred: cts def. .1? (see tig.
Case 2 t
(( 3 P l V(nasp' )) ( a t e
By def.14- (ii),
SUCC(t)) ( V n a s p ' & N A S P  , nasp'j*P iQ
S ' r. Vnasp '
POST(s'
contradicting def.12 by corollary 2 (see f i g . 13)




F i g . 12: Configurations of case 1
C  K  >-*□ i
a
□ O - J J
s'
o < j ^ F O - c K j  i. j
Fir;. ] 3 : Coi ■ P? ■ ■ urat ion of car,c 2
(P ’ >s,• •• ,p,t,. . . ,q’)):
q' )< P R E (q ',r)
0
j ,m £ (ls, . . ,l*j : j^m;
r f , A  r £ R ;  q c  P R E D ( r ) : q - P " ;  q' f PRED(r-) : jq' | = P1" ;
]n a s p4 NASP 1 : nasp ~ (p ...,q);P j •, q 1
set e SCT : set = (q' ...q1) .rn -15
Then
( 3 r f  V(sct)) (V NASP' ) ( V  nasp' a NASP1 : nasp’=(p',,s', q' )) : V(nasp ' )nV( set) -
Lemma 13:
Let ecsn frECSNs live; .
P r o o ^ :
By contradiction:
(V r£. V(sct)) (3 NASP') (.71 nasp' £ NASP'): V ( n a s p ' ) rx V( s e t ) ^{_q'^
As q' £V(sct) and q ' & V ( n a s p’), V(nasp' ) A V(set) 2 (q'j.
By def.8, at least |s 1 ,q'j3V(nasp' ) r\V(sct) .
T h u s , s' cannot fire as no transition of set can fir>e and because the condition 
of lemma 1? holds, too, there is no transition s' which still could be activated, 
contradicting def .12 (see fig. I1!).
c).
.1'! ; Con ■ ‘ [ in v.l.I• o tno negaiien of
j ,m C [l, • • • ,1^ : j 1 m;
r e l 1 : l’t R ;  q fcPRED(r): q ■- q' t. PRED(r) : ^q' j = P1"; 
ipg. LP.. : Ip = (p, . . . 5q 9r 5 . . . ,p) .
Then -
( V  lp £ LP. : lp = ( p y..,q,r„..,p)): lp (s ,q')-complete : POST(s' ,q' ) PRE(q',r)
3  ^ * sVV ' ,nasp
Proc fj_
By contradiction (c f. proof of lemma 12):
(3 lp g. LP_. ) : lp not (s,q')- c o m p l e t e: POS'J'C s ' ,q' ) < P R E(q ' ,r)
"J  s ’ ’
By lemma 10, (3 m. e f m J :  n r ( q ) > l  , and by lemma 12, m, (q 1 ) - k >, PRE(q',r).1 L 1 ■" 1 o ' .
Thus, r can fire and by lemma .1.0, (3 m r€ [in 1): m 0 (p) £ 1 ana (3 nr. t j ) :TTlo ''l' > 
At each traversal of Ip, the number of tokens k on c,1 vrill be decreased by 
P R E (q ’ ,r.) t P 0 S T ( s’ ,q’ ) > 0 .
Thus., after a finite number of traversals of lp, k <  P R E ( q’ ,r) contradicting
I.omtna .1 •'!-:
Let ecsn Q, L'CSM, live j
3 b
Lemma .1 5:
Let ecsn 6, ECSN 3 l i v e ;
rj 5k ,m '| : j^m;
r t T : r t R ;  q £ PRED(r) : q £ P~* ; q ' £ PRED(r) : |q' 
l p  £  L P ^  i s . - , S :  s t V C l p ) ;  p ^  e .  S U C C ( s )  ;
^ 1_ 5 2. 5 ^ 9 ’ ^ 9 ^ •
Prn ; q" £ S U C C ( r )  : q " e  P 3  ;
( V l p :  s ( £ V ( l p ) )  ( V  s i p a  G  S I P A  j  :  s i p a = (  q "  , . . . , P p ) )  :
l p  ( s  , q ' ) - c o m p l e t e  o r  s i p a  ( s  , q ' ) - c o m p l e t e  :  \  _ _ _ _ _  P O S T ( s j  , q '  ) +  \ __ _ _ _ _ _  P O S T ( s '  q ' )  i >
' s' V , 1 si V , ^
1  n a s p |  2  n a s p ^
>  P R E ( q 1 , r )
P r o o f :
By contradiction (cf. proof of lemma. 12):
(  d  l p :  s £  V (  lp))(r; sipa £  SIPA )  :  lp not ( s ^ q 1 ) -complete and sipa not ( s 9 , q *  )-complete 
P O S T ( s ^ q ' )  + n  P O S T ( s’ q ' )< P R E ( q ',r)
• _L , /.
First assume without loss of generality, that lp is k times ‘traversed: then clearly, 
(3 m C  [m^i: in ( a ) = k .L " q
Accordinr to del. 12, r must be able to fire k times. i . e. k ■ PRE(q',r) tokens
q. ' q.
are required to make that possible. . .. . . . . ............ . .
Available tokens a r e : - a. cons. I ant ms,.her of tokens by lemma 12 which need not to
be considered by choosing k correspordentily and by the- q ■
same armin' np, as in the proof of lunma 1M-,
Thna. i i j  L  i  n : \
(.*/, POaiXfi! ,q ’ ) -1-
ila i a;'
■'0S7(s.: . q ! )) <  k • PEE(q ' _r)
( 1; ( c
P r o o f :
By contradict;:) on (cf. proof of lemma 12) :
(3  naCD. . 6 NASP 1 ): nasp not ( s ,x )-complete
' 1 + 1  •
: £ POST ( s ' ,x)<
By lemma 10, r. can fire and (3 nie/ m.I : m(q. , ) x. .1. .J . 1  1 + 1 ^ i
Up to now, Jt__ PRE(x,r, ) ■ tokens are coxxamed by the firing of r
k=l K 3
and for the firing of r. , additional PRE(>;,r. , ) tokens are recji'1 + 1 ' .1 +1  ^
not available by the assumption and def . 1 3 ' (i :i) .
This contradicts d e f .12 (see fi g . 17) . •
V-/
Fig. 17: The c o n d i t i o n  of l e m m a  16 is not s a t i s f i e d  for i + 1 - 3





j ,m £ { l 3. . . ,1 <1 : j -/ m ;
•)x = P’n: x c S E M A P ; R is defined as in d e f .13: R “ [ r, . ,r. I ;  ^ J ' X • X t 1 'J X
q. r Pj< :D(r . ) : t . c T”* ■ , q. P ; l  i  i  ’ i
]_nasp, c HASP 1 : nasp = (p . ..,q ) .Pj^q^ i i 1
Then
Let e c s n  L  ECSN , J L v o ;
( V  nasp. c. NASP 1 : i^l,. . , ,j _): nasp. (s .,x)-complete : ^ ___POST(s';x ) > / ___ PKP(x,,r
1  P I 5qi ' X  " 1  s ’r-.V ,  k-1
P r o o f :
By contradiction (cf. lemma 12): .
(3 n a s p , £. i-IASP 1 ): nasp, not (s ,x)-complete: 2  _ POST( s 1 f \ PRE(x,r ; 
1 P I ’qi 1 s' . ' k  k
ih.
All r ,. , . ,i?. have, to be able to fire com:urre»ifly , thus PRE (x, it. ) tokens
J X  K - 1
are required in total.
This is not satisfied by the assumption conf.radicting def. 1? (see rig, I B ) .
\
v  /  x
C K > O C f ‘- O r
L V Z.
3'J
j -i •> S n 5 j q 3 j i, 9! f' ] l-IB o ^
L emma 18:
Let e c s n  &  ECS N  , live:,




vr -­-I- p L ,q3
nasp HASP 1 : nasp_ 
2 PT.a.. 2
): q.C; P 3i (i=l 5 ■ ‘ • 5
x2 i ~ Sf'M/fr •
L SUCC( x2 );
(Pj»•• . ( : "P. 5 \ j 9 ■ 3 '■ *.,q3 )
(PJ > - . ,.o, .rr 5, .• V' 1 5 ‘"J 4
Then
(V  n a s p  £  N A S P  1 ) :nasp (s;x )- c o m p l e t e  : / P 0 S T ( s ! ,x, ) > ; P R E ( x  ,r ) + P R C ( x  4r., )1 p . .q , r l 1 1 :--- p i - 1 1  1J'o s ’ (- V ,•' nasp'or J.
(V nasp r NASP 1 ) :nasp (s )-complete : /  P0ST(s ' ,x ) ■; PRE(x, ,r„ )+PRE(x ip,)
1 p r qM s ' g v  , '  - ‘nasp;
P r o o f :
By con-I oadictior. (c.t. l e m m a  12):
(7.] nasp. £, N A S P  1 ) :nasp, n o t  (s ..x )- c o m p l e  Le : 2.. P O S T  (s ' ,x ) <  P K H ( x 1 ,1c H P R J- i- j 5 q 3 J. 1 s , j. ... 1
(■'■nasp, f NASP 1 ):na.;p not (s.,x )- c o m p l e t e : ■" POST (s ' ,x, ) <  PRE( x ,r )-: PRE( >; ,ip ) / 3 j x 5 q^ - A  ■ 1 s , 2 i  2 2- o
A s  it is s h o w n  in . the p r o o f  o f  l e m m a '17, r; n the*' i’ nor- c a n  f i r e  c o n t r e d i c t  i n g  
d e f . 1 2  (see f i g . 19) .
Fig. IS: The condition of leiixia .1 R is not satified 
Theore m :
Let ecsn g.ECS’j . 
ec.sn is live .iff
the conditions of leiiitna 12 up to lemma 18 ar g sa t i s f i e d .
P r o o f :
" " : see le.nnr. 12... IS .
II I! .V *
By c o n U v .’ic t i o n ; .
The conditions of Itwira 12... 18 are satisfied and ecsn not l i v e :
(?) r.: R) (a m r , 1 : nt(q)rh >■ 1 ) (V  m'cjjff]) ( y q ’ PJlfr(r)): in' (o' ):'.PRFD(q' ,r)
Further:1. A!'./. Jet r be th- first foansitnon on m s p  C. NAP>P ]. be in . not act.i vatabJ.c. 
. . .. . . .  ' Pr a,
CASE A: P = 1:
Case 1: ( V  Ip £ .^'{PP . ) : r ' V(.lp) i~ .L i i i
Case 1.1: (V i.cv(. .^7SCT.): r^V(sct)i-J i
Case 1.1.1: (3 nacp fc NASP .'I ) (V: s C- V(nasp)) : NASP , , = 0 ___ _ ___________ 1__________ p T,q_______ ' _________ P ;q _____
Then nasp is not (s ,q' )-complete contrad.i ctirjg leram 12 .
Case 1.1,?: (V  nasp (- NASP  ^1 ^ ) ('-3 s J. V(nasp)) : nas-:p1 - (p' , - . • ,s ' ,q' )
Case 3.1.2.1: (a nasp' 6- NARP , ,) (: ■ p e V( n a s p ')) (' 11 { S U C C ( p ) ) (\ nasp): q' </ V(ua«3p)p' ,o ' __________________________ _ ___________
Then nasp is not (s , q ' )-complete contradicting lemtu.i 12 .
Case 1.1. 2 . 2 : (V n a s p ' £ NASP , ,) (Vp ^V(naspO) C ' l e S U C C ( p ) ) (3 nasp) : q' C- V(nasp) 
_________ _ _______________  P yC: ___ ___  . . _ ......  . _______________
Case 1 - A -2_- ]L il’ 1- SU'-AP
Case 1.3 .2.2.1.1; Def.13(1) ;is satiafled for q 1
Case 1.1.2.2.1.1.3.: The assumptions of lerr.na .1 8 a- re not satisfied for r
Then by lemma 12, at least one r^ R , has fired and a marking m 1 is reached from
such that (V m'y Fni1 j ) :in"(q' ) <■ P R E ( q’ ,r)
- ■ j??It follows that ( nasp. i- NASP 1 ) : j> _______ POST(s' ,q’ ) / % PRE(q' ,r, )
1 ‘ P J’qi s V - V  k~l Rri 0 s T'.contradicting leiryia 17 . "■t'i
Case 1.1.2.2.1.1.2: The assumptions of lemma IB ai-e satisfied, for r : r^
1
Then (;f nosn. & NASP 1 ): nasp = (p^»•*•jQ, 5r n ,•.• ,q0) and • l p T ,q, 1 I 1 1. 31 3
( 3  ” a , ? 2 "'"'''"pj , 0.! ,! 1 " “ V  ......... y  •
As x, ,q.’ £ SEWftP, let rasp c NASP 1 5 nasp„ £ NASP 1- - and by def.13 (,i.)-, 
1 1 Pr .q, p I ’ q 2 '
/--------------------=--------- — -------- POST( s ! , x ) = k <PRE(>: r ) + PRE(x r )
s ! t V(na.sp ' ) ; nasp ! c P!/' SP' . oNASP', 1-1 i p ’ x p ' x
—  - P 2 5 1
C------- .....-----------M______________ _______ _ POST (s' 5,q ' ) !•- k 9 < PRP(c|’,r9 ) + PRE(q',r )
s !C V (i. asp' ) : nasp ! £ P.ASP1 . .uNASP'- , ' “
■! ' ■>. * p A a p ,q-
— 1 .1
By lemma 17, ■
y._______  POST(s' sq’ ) >,PRE(q' ,r_) + PRE(q',r ) and
s ' C- V , ' " ' 'nasp'
________ POST(s' .x, ) >PRE(x. ,r ) + PRE(x , r ) .
s' G. V , ^ 1 1  1 Hnacp.1, .
Thus 5 (*;/ nasp = (q^ . ... .,q3 ,...)) :nasp (s ,x )-coinplete :
S _____ __  POST (s', ,x., ) + k., ^ -PRE(x1 ,r ) + PRP( x. ,r„ ) and
5 ' C- V3 nasp,'O
(Vnasp^ = (q2?. .. 5q^,rLi ,...)) :nasplr (s(| ,q')-complete
- ■
__ POST(s'q') + k >,PRE( a ' sr ) + PRECq^r,.) .
■ s - :c v ‘ ; 4 2 " " ' '4 - nasp^
New assume, that there exists s on nasp in between q and q :o o 1 o
then, r and r and. by the firing of s , also r and finally r,.-r would fire-L /- O -v *3
contradicting this assumption.
The same applies to a s, on nasp in between q^ and q .
Thus, neither nasp( = (p|,...,q ,...,q^) is (s,x )-complete :
5 --------  P0ST(s' ,x ) >, PRE(x r ) + PRE(x }r )
s ' & V , ' •nasp |
]nor nasp2 - (Pj ,. . . >q , . . . ,q ) is (s ,q' )--complete :
k-------  POST (s ' , q ' ) ^  PRE (q ■' ,r ) + PRE (q ' , r )
s ' g. v ,° nasD'" I
contradicting lemma 18 . • ■
Case 1 . .1.2 . 2 .1. 2 ; Pef.13 (.Pi) is satisfied for q'
IThen (3 nasp. , , fe NASP 1 ) : nasp. , = (p-;,. . . ,q1 5r. ,. . . ,q.,r. ,. . . ;q . , )i+l pT-.q. ,  ■'•l- l j.  X1 1 ’-i’ i M + l1 1 i+ l
and by the general assumption in the beginning of this proof, 
r i3...,r. have already fired such that
-L 1 .
__ POST(s',q')< 2-~, PRE(q',r ) contradicting lemma 16 .Js. — _L Ks 1 C vnaspi+ i
Case 1..1.2.2.2: _q ’ £ SEMAP ■
Then ^_________  POST(rJ' ,q' ) < PRE(q' ,r) contradicting lemma .12 .
s' £ V ’ ",n a s p 1
Case 1,2: (3 set C- SCT. ):r c V (set)i - l  _jl
Then (V rcV(sct)) (t*5 nasp & NASP 1 ) (3 nasp' r- NASP , ,) (V s"tV(nasp'):s,i__ Pj»q ~ p'>q
______ _ POST(s ' ,qT ) < PRE(q ' ,r)
s' C, V , \ [ s"{ nasp' v jn
contradicting .lemma 13.
Case 2: (3 lp£ ^  I.PJ: r <£
Let Ip = (p,. . . ,q,r,. . . ,p); nasp e NASP 1 : nasp = (p^,. . . ,q) .
By lemma 12, (3 s fe-V(nasp)) (3 nasp' t- NASP , , ): nasp' = (p1 ,s ,. . . ,s ’ ,q1 ) 
Pf s (-;V(p\. ■ - iP) the resu.Pt will be a contradiction to lemma 14.
VCsetiO
CASE B : k > 1
By del'. 5, (\/ ): POST(s’,p:l:) < 1 .i
Thus the only way of getting multiple tokens into a component is the following: 
( B l p C l * ^  : lp = (p,...5p)) (3 sc-.V(lp):scO: p'jfcSUCC(s) andK i
(V  r 'C v (l p )) (v  q''tPRED(r')): NASP „ = 0 ■
' q,q
Caase 1 : (ty set & SCT^ ): r jkV(set)
Let lp - (p,. . . ,s 5. . . ,p); nasp e NASP 1 : nasp = ( p ' ! . .,p*... 9s,pj,. . . ,q) .
P  J  t»Sl J- -1-
By lemma 12 5 (3 nasp' Q NASP , , ): }__Z_____  POST (s 1 a q ' ) > PRE (q ’ , r )
p ,q s'fiV , ’ " ’' nasp'
Case 1.1: s G-V(pp • ■ • ,p) or s t V(p^.s. . . ,q)
This contradicts j  emina 15. 
Case 1.2: s fc V (p , . . . 5 s ,pJ
Then ^ .... ...  POST(s' ,q')< PRE(q',r) contradicting lemma 15
s ’ &  V , 'nasp
Case 2: (2 set (t ^  SCT. ): r-C-V(sct) l'- i 1
Then ( 9  sipa G-SIPA. : sipa ~ (q,r,. . . sp^)) (3 stV(sipa)) (3 nasp' f, NASP , , ) :j p •> q
■ ’ nasp’ = (p; .,s,. . . ,s’ ,q' }
Case 2.1: siga is not_ (s,q 1 )- complete •
This contradicts .lemma 15 .
Case_2.2: sipa is (s ,_qM-complete _ .
Then — ----- FOST(s ’ 5q' ) < PRE(o ' ,r) contradicting leirma 15 .^ (rJ' * inaspT
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